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In earthquake-prone areas, special attention should be paid to the study of the seismic stability of rock slope. Particularly, it
becomes much more complicated for the rock slopes with weak structural surfaces. In this study, numerical simulation and the
shaking table test are carried out to analyze the influence of seismic excitation and structural surface in different directions on
dynamic response of rock slope. Huaping slope with bedding structural surfaces and Lijiang slope with discontinuous structural
surfaces besides Jinsha River in Yunnan Province are taken as research objects.,e results of numerical simulation and the model
test both show that discontinuous structure surface has influence on the propagation characteristics of seismic wavefield. For
Huaping slope, the seismic wavefield responses repeatedly between the bedding structural surface and slope surface lead to the
increase of the amplification effect. ,e maximum value of seismic acceleration appears on the empty surface where terrain
changes. Horizontal motion plays a leading role in slope failure, and the amplification coefficient of horizontal seismic acceleration
is about twice that of vertical seismic acceleration. ,e failure mode is integral sliding along the bedding structural surface. For
Lijiang slope, seismic acceleration field affected by complex structural surface is superimposed repeatedly in local area. ,e
maximum value of seismic acceleration appears in the local area near slope surface. And the dynamic response of slope is
controlled by vertical and horizontal motion together. Under the seismic excitation with an intense of 0.336 g in X direction and Z
direction, the amplification coefficients of seismic acceleration of Lijiang slope are 3.23 and 3.18, respectively. ,e vertical motion
leads to the cracking of the weak structural surface. ,en, Lijiang slope shows the toppling failure mode under the action of
horizontal motion.

1. Introduction

It is widely reported that a lot of earth embankments or
slopes were damaged during the past great earthquakes
[1–4]. Numerous substantial landslides have been triggered
by earthquakes and caused severe loss of property and life
[5–8]. On 12 May 2008, the Wenchuan earthquake occurred
in the Longmenshan tectonic zone in Sichuan Province,
China, which epicenter was located at the eastern edge of
Qinghai-Tibet Plateau [9, 10]. ,is earthquake not only
caused extensive damage to rural houses, educational and
healthcare facilities, and lifeline engineering systems but also
induced an abundance of landslides and other geologic
disasters, such as collapses, debris flow, and shattered

mountains [11]. It can be found that the seismic landslides
hazards have been the hot topic in geotechnical and
earthquake engineering [12–14].

Among these earthquake-induced landslides events, the
failure of the bedding slopes, which represents slopes with
weak structural plane in the slope, was particularly notable
because of sudden and rapid sliding [15]. Due to the
complexities of the slope compositions, rock mass discon-
tinuities, and the nature of earthquake-induced ground
motion, it is difficult to quantitatively assess failure poten-
tials [8, 16, 17]. ,e mechanical properties of the rock mass
are deteriorated by the weak intercalated layers, extension,
and convergence of the joints in the layered rock mass
[17–19]. ,e dynamic response characteristics and failure
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mode of the slopes with weak structural plane should be
further studied. In particular, the influence of weak struc-
tural plane on the wave propagation in the rock slopes with
discontinuities should be analyzed in detail. To mitigate the
influence of landslide hazards, it is necessary to understand
the deformation behavior of slopes with structural planes
under seismic excitation.

Many scholars have performed a lot of research on
dynamic response of rock slope [12, 20–22]. It is worth
noting that the direction of seismic wave propagation has
a great influence on the dynamic response of the rock
slope [7, 8, 12]. In the field surveys of geological disasters
after the earthquake, some large rocks can be found to be
thrown horizontally, such as in the Wenchuan earth-
quake, which is closely related to the direction of seismic
waves [11, 23, 24]. In general, rock masses on slopes are
collapsed by P-waves and S-waves. P-waves mainly induce
many lateral cracks on the slope surface, while S-waves
also trigger many fractures inside the slope. Under the
combined of the two effects, landslides and collapses will
occur eventually [7, 8, 12]. Most of the landslides near the
epicenter of the Wenchuan earthquake were subjected to
strong lateral S-wave forces and were characterized by
“throw-like collapses.” In addition, [25, 26] studied the
dynamic response characteristics of the slope with a weak
interlayer under the action of seismic forces in different
directions. Song et al. [17] studied the influence of the
input directions of different seismic waves on the dynamic
response of a rock slope with discontinuous joints by
using the shaking table test. Fan et al. [19] explored the
seismic stability of a bedding slope under the action of
different seismic load directions. ,e above conclusions
indicate that the input direction of ground motion has
great influence on the dynamic response characteristics of
the rock slope. Given the abovementioned analysis, the
dynamic stability of rock slope with complex geological
structure under different directions of ground motion
needs further research.

Earthquakes are caused by a large amount of energy
released from the Earth’s interior as the plates and shells
squeeze on the fault surface. Ground motion is divided into
near-field motion and far-field motion. In particular, the
damage to buildings is more intense in the near site vi-
bration, and the damage to buildings is less in the far site
vibration due to the energy dissipation caused by the long-
distance transmission of seismic waves [27–29]. After the
near-field earthquake, the surrounding rock and soil mass
produced large ground vibrations, especially the P-wave
reached the ground quickly, which is also the reason why the
ground rock and soil mass first produced vertical ground
motion. After the far-field seismic groundmotion, due to the
long-distance transmission, the longitudinal wave compo-
nent of the seismic wave gradually weakens, and the in-
fluence on the far-field is mainly carried out by shear wave
[30, 32]. It can be seen that compared with far-field wave, the
effect of longitudinal wave is more serious under the action
of near-field vibration. In order to further study this phe-
nomenon, numerical calculation and the shaking table test
are carried out as follows.

,e model test is an effective method to investigate the
dynamin response of rock-soil mass with nonlinear stress
behavior. In recent years, the shaking table tests have been
widely used to study the seismic response of various types of
lithology combination and structures [12, 20, 33]. ,e
shaking table test method has been one way to simulate the
variation of dynamic response of slope and directly reveal
the failure modes of structure under seismic excitations
[19, 22]. ,e problem of wave propagation in discontinuous
media has been studied by many researchers
[21, 25, 26, 34–36], but the problem associated with rock
slope comprising weak intercalated layers has not been
widely discussed. Except the shaking table test, the centrifuge
test is also a common method to study the failure process of
rock slope under seismic motion. A geotechnical centrifuge
could offer the same stress and strain level within the scaled
model by testing at N times Earth’s gravity [37, 38].
Compared to the 1 g shaking table test, the centrifuge test has
the better ability to model the linear dimension of gravi-
tational acceleration based on the centrifugal force [39, 40].
However, the scale of the centrifuge test is generally small
due to the size limitation of equipment, restraining the
spatial dynamic response analysis of the slope model.

Wave propagation in the rock slopes with discontinuity
joints, and the influence of these heterogeneities on slope
stability has become topics of interest in rock dynamics and
earthquake engineering. In order to evaluate the effects of
the discontinuity joints on the dynamic response in rock
mass slopes, two-dimensional finite element models with
steep-inclined structural planes and weak intercalated layers
are developed for the dynamic analysis. Moreover, a series of
large-scale shaking table tests are conducted to investigate
the effects of steep-inclined structural planes and weak in-
tercalated layers on the wave propagation in rock slopes and
to evaluate the influence of wave propagation on the slope
dynamic stability. ,e comparison of the dynamic response
obtained from the model test and numerical simulation and
the failure mechanism are well discussed.

2. Case Study

,e study area is in the transition zone between the southeast
edge of the Tibetan Plateau and the Yunnan–Kweichow Plateau
in Yunnan Province, Southwest China. Figure 1 shows the
location of the study area. ,e neotectonic movement is strong
in the study area, and several faults pass through the area. In the
recent 10 years, about 20 earthquakes occur in Yunnan
Province, for example, on August 28 and 31, 2013, two
earthquakes with Ms5.1 and Ms5.9 occurred on the boundary
between Deqing County, Yunnan Province, and Derong
County, Sichuan Province; moreover, on 3rd August, 2014, the
Ludian Ms6.5 earthquake sequence occurred in Yunnan
Province.

As the key project of Huali highway, Jinsha River Bridge
is located in the tributary of Jinsha River. ,e bank slope has
stepped topography due to the dip structure and flow along
the river. Huaping slope is along the river, with the gradient
of 20°–30°. ,e exposed strata of project area are mainly
Permian Basalt formation (P2 β3), Xuan Wuyan, Xuan
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Wuyan almond-shaped lithologic volcano, breccia lava, and
tuff. ,e pile foundation of the main pier is embedded in the
zone between tuff structure surface and steep structural
surface in the trailing edge (Figure 2(a)). ,e simplified
geological profile of the slope is shown in Figure 3(a). ,e
physical and mechanical parameters of rock material from
the direct shear test and field test are listed in Table 1. ,e
Lijiang bank slope is located on the right side of Jinsha River
against Huaping slope, and the average natural gradient of
the slope is about 40° (Figure 2(b)). ,e thickness of soil is
0–5m on the slope surface, including colluvial rock mass
and brecciated soil. Many joints and fissures develop in rock
masses, and the mountain unloading effect is strong. ,e
simplified geological profile of the slope is shown in
Figure 3(b).

3. Numerical Simulation

FEM dynamic analyses were performed to clarify the
characteristics of seismic wave propagation in rock mass
with joints. ,e research object is simplified as plane strain
problem, and the size, degree of subdivision, and boundary
conditions of the FEM models have been optimized to ef-
fectively simulate wave propagations in a discontinuous
medium [26].

3.1. Numerical Model. To clarify the effects of the dis-
continuous joints on the dynamic response of the slopes, 2
types of slopes were modeled, which are case 1: Huaping
slope, case 2: Lijiang slope, as shown in Figure 4. ,e
dimensions and details of the meshed model are illus-
trated in Figure 4. ,e Huaping slope size is
431,000 × 900,000mm with its slope gradient about ap-
proximately 20–30°, and the discontinuity joints were set
1 m in thickness. ,e Lijiang slope size is
829,000 × 390,000mm with its slope gradient about 40°.
,e weak structural surfaces were set 1 m in thickness,
with a 15° (bedding) and 165° (toppling) gradients in the
rock slope, as shown in Figure 4(b).

,is study mainly considers the impact of the physical
mechanical property of discontinuous joints on the wave
propagation characteristics in rock mass. ,erefore, the tie
connection method between the discontinuous joints and
rock mass was adopted, rather than the surface connection
method without setting viscous damping. ,e total number
of 109284 plane strain elements was generated in the finite
element model. ,e assumed mechanical properties of the
rock mass are listed in Table 1; the materials are considered
as elastic. Infinite elements were set around the model to
reduce the boundary effect caused by seismic wave
reflection.

,e input motion was synthesized taking into account
the engineering geological conditions and historical seismic
data at the bank slope, based on the safety evaluation of the
ground motion parameters of the Jinsha River Bridge on the
Huali Expressway. ,e synthetic seismic waveform was
applied at the bottom boundary of the model with a fre-
quency of f� 2–7Hz, t� 0.05 sec, and ∆t� 0.005 sec to create

time-dependent acceleration inputs at the bottom of the
slope during horizontal and vertical motions in the calcu-
lations, as shown in Figure 5.

3.2. Analysis Results. ,e numerical results of the Huaping
and Lijiang slope are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
,e initial stress resulting from gravity was not considered.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the maximum ac-
celeration response for the Huaping slope under horizontal
and vertical seismic loads. It can be seen that the acceleration
response of Huaping slope increases gradually along the
height direction in mutant at the structural plane. ,e ac-
celeration change of the slope below the structure surface is
not obvious. ,e acceleration amplification has a sudden
increase when it passes through the structural plane and
reaches its maximum value (4.3 times) at the top of the
trailing edge and the middle of the slope surface, respec-
tively. ,e influence of the bedding structural surface on the
rock slope is significant. It can be summarized that the
seismic wave propagates upward along the slope surface.,e
structural surface and slope surface will refract and reflect
the seismic wave. ,e superposition of the reflected and
refracted seismic wave and the seismic wave from the slope
toe causes the acceleration response to increase when the
position of the slope surface changes, such as the empty
surface. So, the amplification effect of acceleration is more
predominant at the top of slope and the change of slope
surface, as shown in Figure 6. ,e trailing edge of steep
structure surface alters the peak acceleration around the
region, which can lead to shear failure of the tuff on the
structure surface and consequently reduce the dynamic
stability of rock slope. Moreover, it can be found that
compared with the vertical seismic motion, slope with
structure surface conditions has a more obvious amplifi-
cation effect on the horizontal ground motion, and the
seismic wave directions have a great impact on the dynamic
response of the slope.

To clarify the acceleration amplification effect of the
Lijiang slope with discontinuous structural planes, the ac-
celeration distributions when input in x and z directions are
shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows that the PGA is much
larger in the surface slope above the topmost bedding
structural plane, indicating that the surface slope is the most
unstable area during earthquakes. In particular, the PGA
near the platform is the largest, which shows that the
platform area will be initially damaged under earthquakes.
,e distribution of the acceleration maximum shows ir-
regular characteristics. As a whole, the absorption of seismic
energy phenomena can be identified inside the slope in
Figure 7, but the local amplification effect can be also found
between the bedding structural surfaces. Because of the
existence of complex discontinuous structural surface, the
slope is divided into many blocks. ,e reflection and re-
fraction of seismic wave in blocks are more complex. ,e
seismic wave reflected and refracted in a block is superposed
with the seismic wave from the slope toe, so that the ac-
celeration reaches the maximum value. In addition, Figure 7
shows that the seismic wave direction has a great impact on
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the dynamic response of the slope. ,e PGA under hori-
zontal seismic load is much larger than that under vertical
seismic load. For example, the PGAmax under horizontal and
vertical seismic loads are 1.475m/s2 and 1.114m/s2, re-
spectively. It indicates that the amplification coefficient
under horizontal seismic load is approximately 1.33 times as
that under the vertical seismic load, and the amplification
effect under the action of horizontal seismic force is greater
than that under the vertical seismic force.

,erefore, the P-waves and S-waves mainly induced the
dynamic deformation of the slope with discontinuous
structural planes, and the dynamic deformation mechanism
of the slope can be summarized as follows: first, the slope was
shaken by the P-wave, resulting in the formation of many
vertical cracks between the discontinuous joints and con-
sequently the formation of the blocks. ,en, the slope was
shaken by S-wave, and the inertial force of the surface slope
becomes larger than that during the P-wave shaking,
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Figure 2: Topography and geomorphology of the slopes: (a) Huaping slope; (b) Lijiang slope.
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Figure 3: Drawing of the slope: (a) Huaping slope; (b) Lijiang slope.
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resulting in an obvious magnification of acceleration than
that of P-wave. ,e magnified acceleration effect of the slope
was more substantial when the seismic wave was input in the
x direction, indicating that the slope deformation was
triggered by the S-wave [7, 8, 12].

4. Shaking Table Test

4.1. ShakingTable andModelContainer. In this shaking table
test, a large-scale electric servo shaking table made by Japan
Kokusai Corporation in the Key Laboratory of Loess
Earthquake Engineering, Gansu Earthquake Administra-
tion, was used. ,e loading direction contains horizontal
direction and vertical direction. ,e maximum horizontal
bearing capacity is 25 t, the maximum vertical bearing ca-
pacity is 15 t, the maximum horizontal acceleration is 1.7 g,
and the maximum vertical acceleration is 1.2 g.

A rigid container made of organic glass and carbon steel
plates was developed for the tests (Figure 8(b)). Compared to
the shear model box, the rigid container has the advantages
of light weight, simple structure, and convenient observation
of the slope model. ,e inside dimension of the box
(Huaping slope) is 2.8m× 1.4m× 1.0m, while that of the
box (Lijiang slope) is 2.8m× 1.4m× 1.4m. In order to

reduce the influence of the rigid boundary in the model box,
a 200mm thick filling layer is set at the end of the model box
with loose fine sand in X direction. At the bottom of the box,
a 100mm thick integral cushion is set with the samematerial
as the slope model.

4.2. Slope Model Construction. ,e model profile of the
Huaping slope and Lijiang slope is shown in Figure 9. ,e
similarity ratio of the model is calculated according to the
similarity criterion and Buckingham’s π theorem of simi-
larity, in combination with the in situ conditions around
Jinsha River Bridge. Mechanical properties of the natural
materials are listed in Table 1. In the tests, the model ge-
ometry (L), mass density (ρ), and seismic acceleration (a)
were regarded as the basic dimension, with scaling
CL � 375.000, Cρ� 1.000, and Ca� 1.000, respectively. ,e
calculated similarity constant of geometry is 375, and those
of acceleration, strain, and density are all equal to 1. Other
physical quantities, such as density, elastic modulus, cohe-
sion, and internal friction angle of the model material,
should be also determined on the basis of similarity prin-
ciple. Calculated results show that the simulated material of
rock mass should have a density of 20.4 kN/m3, elastic

Rock mass element
Structural surface element

(a)

Rock mass element
Structural surface element

(b)

Figure 4: Mesh model used in the calculations: (a) Huaping slope; (b) Lijiang slope.
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modulus of 100MPa, cohesion of 48.43 kPa, and internal
friction angle of 40.69°. In order to meet these requirements,
the model material is prepared by means of the mixture of
other materials, i.e., cement, sand, clay, and iron powder.
,rough the ratios test, density test, materials test, and static
triaxial tests, the mass ratio of cement, sand, clay, iron
powder, and mixture (admixture and water reducing agent,
water) is chosen as 0.325 :17 : 9 : 0.4 : 0.03 : 5. ,erefore, the
thickness of the T2 tuff structure surface can be taken as

5mm in the test model. ,e T2 tuff material on the structure
surface is modeled by chevron board to obtain the similar
cohesion of 21.1 kPa and internal friction angle of 23.2°
according to the similarity ratio.

,e scaled slope model with inclined angle of 60° is 1.0m
tall, 1.4m wide, and 2.8m in length. Teflon tapes were used
to simulate the discontinuities and strips of 8 cm-long Teflon
tape were spaced 10 cm apart at 45° angle to simulate dis-
continuous joints in the model. ,e trailing edge of steep
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Figure 6: Acceleration response of Huaping slope: (a) input in x direction; (b) input in z direction.
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Figure 7: Acceleration response of Lijiang slope: (a) input in x direction; (b) input in z direction.
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structure surface is simulated by sand seam approach. ,e
slope models were made using the block placement method.
,e rock mass was split into many blocks made of mixed
material, in order to shorten the curing time. Each block was
poured with a corresponding mold, and the quality of mixed
material was controlled based on the density and volume to
ensure the uniformity of slope model. ,e curing time of
blocks was kept the same to guarantee the same strength of
mixed material. ,e blocks are staggered in Y direction to
avoid continuous seam.,eHuaping slope and Lijiang slope
models are shown in Figure 10.

4.3. Loading Cases. ,e seismic wave was simulated by
inputting acceleration time history curve in the process of
shaking table tests. ,e time history and the Fourier spec-
trum of wave are shown in Figure 11. ,e Wenchuan
earthquake records in E-W direction, recorded by Wudu in
Gansu of China, were adopted in the test. ,e dominant
frequency of Wenchuan earthquake wave is 7.74Hz. Two
simultaneous loading directions of experimental earthquake
excitation (the z and x directions) were applied in the test.
,e loading sequences of the tests are shown in Tables 2 and
3. Signals recorded from the accelerometers were subjected
to undesired noise interferences. It was necessary to perform
an appropriate data transformation before the data could be
readily used for the subsequent analyses. Prefiltering, zero-
mean normalization, error removal techniques, and data
transformation were applied. ,e bandwidth of the

frequency was set between 3Hz and 50Hz in the prefiltering
process to smooth the response, control the frequencies, and
reduce signal noises (particularly high frequency noise from
electrical signals) in the data. Blurring in the signals caused
by external disturbances or instrument inconsistency was
eliminated by the removal of errors.

,emeasurement points are shown in Figure 12. Twenty
accelerometers were installed along two measurement di-
rections. A 3-direction capacitive acceleration sensor
(DH301) made by Huadong Testing Co., Ltd., was used, as
shown in Figure 10. ,e sensitivity of this sensor is −66mV/
ms2 and its error is ±20m/s2. Additionally, its frequency
range is 0–1500Hz horizontally and 0–800Hz vertically.

4.4. Dynamic Response of Acceleration

4.4.1. Influence of Structural Surface on the Amplification
Effect. Figure 13 shows that the distribution of the accel-
eration amplification coefficient of the measurement points
in Huaping slope. It was found that the acceleration was
clearly amplified along the slope surface and reached
maximum at the top of the slope. ,e PGA amplification
coefficient increases with the increase of seismic intensity
gradually, under the horizontal and vertical seismic loads.
,is phenomenon indicates that the seismic intensity has a
great impact on the dynamic response of the slope.

To investigate the dynamic acceleration response of the
Lijiang slope with discontinuous structural surfaces, taking

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Large-scale shaking table; (b) model box.
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Figure 9: Design of the slope model (unit: mm): (a) Huaping slope; (b) Lijiang slope.
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0.084 g and 0.336 g as examples, the distribution ofMPGA under
vertical and horizontal seismic loads is shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14 shows that the amplification effect in the upper layer
of slope is much larger than that in the internal slope. It can be
also found that theMPGA has a certain increase with the seismic
intensity increasing. On the whole, the increasing rate MPGA
changes differently with the change of earthquake intensity,
and the change trend is not linear but shows obviously non-
linear increasing trend. ,is phenomenon indicates that the
acceleration amplification effect is different under different
seismic loads and also suggests that the dynamic deformation is
also different under different seismic intensities.

4.4.2. Influence of Seismic Wave Direction of the Amplifi-
cation Effect. Taking Lijiang bank slope as an example, the
acceleration amplification coefficient (MPGA) inside and on
the slope surface under horizontal and vertical seismic forces
is shown in Figure 15. As can be seen from Figure 15, under
the action of vertical seismic force and horizontal seismic
force, the MPGA of the internal slope and slope surface
increases with the increase of elevation gradually and reach
the maximum value at the top of slope. It is worth noting
that the MPGA under the action of vertical seismic force is
less than that under the action of horizontal seismic force,
and it indicates that the acceleration amplification effect

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Soil container and the scaled model: (a) Huaping slope; (b) Lijiang slope.
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Figure 11: ,e input Wenchuan earthquake wave data: (a) time history; (b) Fourier spectrum.

Table 2: Loading sequence of Huaping slope.

Amplitude (g) 0.037 0.074 0.037 0.074 0.297 0.446 0.297 0.446
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Vibration direction z z x x z z x x

Table 3: Loading sequence of Lijiang slope.

Amplitude (g) 0.084 0.084 0.168 0.168 0.336 0.336 0.504 0.504
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Vibration direction z x z x z x z x
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Figure 12: Acceleration sensor distribution (unit: mm): (a) Huaping slope; (b) Lijiang slope.
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Figure 13: Acceleration amplification coefficient distribution of the Huaping slope model: (a) input in z direction; (b) input in x direction.
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under the action of horizontal seismic force is greater than
that under the action of vertical seismic force, which is
consistent with the results of numerical simulation. In
particular, the maximum acceleration amplification coeffi-
cient (MPGAmax) under the vertical seismic force at the top of
the slope is similar to that under the horizontal seismic force.
When the input motion is intense like 0.336 g, the cracks
around the structural surface developed and the blocks

segmented by structural surfaces on slope crest became loose
parts, resulting in the similar amplification effect in different
directions.

Compared with the slope of Huaping bank (Figure 13),
the deformation of the break of Huaping bank is mainly
controlled by the bedding structural surface. As can be seen
from Figure 13, the amplification effect of acceleration under
the action of vertical seismic force is weak. Given the
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Figure 14: Acceleration amplification coefficient distribution of the Lijiang slope model: (a) input in z direction; (b) input in x direction.
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abovementioned analysis, the amplification effect of vertical
seismic force on Huaping bank slope is weak, while that of
Lijiang bank slope is obvious. However, the destruction
effect of horizontal seismic force still dominates. ,erefore,
the input wave directions have a great impact on the ac-
celeration effect of the slope; particularly, the input wave in x
direction has a great effect on the amplification effect of the
slope.

In the shaking table test, the results of acceleration am-
plification coefficient and numerical simulation are consistent
in distribution trend, but there are some differences in
magnitude. ,e main reason is that the model in the nu-
merical simulation is constructed according to the actual size
of slope, while the model in the shaking table test is reduced
according to the similarity criterion. Although the similarity
criterion considers the similarity between the geometric and
physical conditions of themodel, it is difficult to fully simulate
the nonlinear mechanical behavior of rock mass. So, there are
some differences between numerical simulation and the
shaking table test in results of amplification coefficient of the

slope model. ,is analysis result is consistent with the field
investigation in Wenchuan earthquake. ,e earthquake-in-
duced rock landslides are characterized by rough and serrate
fracture surfaces, according to field investigations in the
damaged area. Most of the landslides near the epicenter of the
Wenchuan earthquake were subjected to strong lateral S-wave
forces and were characterized by “throw-like collapses.”
,erefore, seismic force can “throw out” the surface plant
without little change of original geomorphology.

4.5. Failure Mechanism. Huang et al. [24] proposed that
the failure mechanism in various rock slopes was similar.
,e Huaping slope and Lijiang slope are the slopes with
weak structural planes, and their failure mechanisms own
similar rule. From the observations, it can be concluded
that the deformations induced by the earthquake mainly
occurred at the upper part of the slope. Numerous fresh
fractures were formed in the rock mass along the dis-
continuity joints, resulting in cataclysmic structures.

(a)

Shear opening

Transfixion joint

(b)

Longitudinal cracks

(c)

(d)

Figure 16: ,e damage phenomenon of the slope: (a) the damage phenomenon of Huaping slope under vertical seismic load; (b) the damage
phenomenon of Huaping slope under horizontal seismic load; (c) the damage phenomenon of Lijiang slope under vertical seismic load; (d) the
damage phenomenon of Lijiang slope under horizontal seismic load.
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In addition, Figures 16(a) and 16(b), the failure defor-
mation of the Huaping bank slope model under the action of
vertical seismic force is smaller than that under the action of
horizontal seismic force. Figures 16(c) and 16(d) show that
the deformation degree of the Lijiang bank slope model
under the action of horizontal seismic force is also greater
than that under the action of vertical seismic force. Figure 17
illustrates the dynamic damage process of two slope models.
,e failure phenomenon and damage process also verify the
above analysis results of the acceleration amplification effect.

,e amplification effect of horizontal seismic force is larger
than that of vertical seismic force. ,e slope surface of
Huaping slope shows overall shear opening failure under
earthquake action, as shown in Figure 16(b). Horizontal
seismic motion plays a major control role. And it is worth
noting that, in Lijiang bank slope, it makes the slope under
the action of vertical seismic force surface longitudinal
cracks in the tilting structure, slope surface of the block has
uneven settlement, the effect of vertical seismic force in
Lijiang bank has the main effect on the failure mode of the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 17: ,e dynamic damage process of the slopes: (a) Huaping slope (0.074 g in z direction); (b) Huaping slope (0.074 g in x direction);
(c) Huaping slope (0.297m/s2 in z direction); (d) Huaping slope (0.446 g in x direction); (e) Lijiang slope (0.168 g in z direction); (f ) Lijiang
slope (0.168 g in x direction); (g) Lijiang slope (0.504 g in z direction); (h) Lijiang slope (0.504 g in x direction).
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slope, due to that the Lijiang bank both forward and reverse
bend structure surface, and the slope belongs to block
structure. ,is is because blocks of slope are loose under the
action of vertical seismic motion, and the horizontal seismic
motion makes the block produce reciprocating shear motion
until the failure of slope. ,e horizontal and vertical seismic
motions control the slope failure together, and the vertical
seismic motion cannot be ignored in the slope stability
evaluation. When the deformation is controlled by the
forward structural surface, the horizontal seismic force
station plays a leading role, while the vertical force has a
small impact. In the case of forward and reverse control, due
to the formation of block structure, the vertical force has a
greater impact on the vertical crack and a greater impact on
the deformation than the former.

5. Conclusion

,e wave propagation characteristics of the two model
slopes with bedding structural surface and discontinuous
structural surfaces were assessed by the dynamic FEM an-
alyses and the large-scaled shaking table test. Some con-
clusions can be made as follows:

For the rock slopes with structural surfaces, the acceleration
amplification effect increases with the slope elevation.,e slope
surface is the main amplification area during earthquakes. In
particular, compared with the Huaping slope, the Lijiang slope
shows irregular wave propagation characteristics. All these
results reveal the great effect of structural surfaces on the
acceleration amplification effect. ,e refraction and reflection
phenomenon can be found during the wave propagation
through the structural plane. ,e seismic wave directions also
have impact on the dynamic response of the slope. Compared
with the vertical seismic load, the amplification effect of the
slope is much larger under horizontal seismic excitation.

A series of shaking table tests was carried out to study the
dynamic stability of the rock slopes. ,e acceleration re-
sponse of the rock slope mainly developed within a shallow
depth zone in the upper part of the slope. It is observed that
the top area of the slope will completely be collapsed along a
slide surface once the input acceleration amplitude reaches a
certain value. In addition, the location of the sliding plane in
the model is consistent with the location of the maximum
horizontal acceleration. A large deformation at the top of the
slope will be generated under seismic loading. ,e results
show that the seismic wave directions have impact on the
dynamic response of the slope. Compared with the vertical
seismic load, the amplification effect of the slope is much
larger. ,e amplification coefficient of seismic acceleration
at the top of Huaping slope under horizontal seismic ex-
citation is about twice of that under vertical seismic exci-
tation. ,e amplification coefficients of seismic acceleration
at the top of Lijiang slope under horizontal and vertical
seismic excitation are 3.23 and 3.18, respectively.
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